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Measurements of 3He spin-exchange rates
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Spin-exchange rate coefficients for Rb-3He are measured using three different methods. Two methods, using
Rb repolarization and rate balance, require no assumption about the nature of the3He wall relaxation and agree
well; we find spin-exchange rate coefficients of 6.7310220 cm3/s and 6.8310220 cm3/s. These results agree
with a recent repolarization measurement of Baranga and co-workers@Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 2801~1998!#. The
third method uses the temperature dependence of the3He relaxation and is 30% larger than the other two,
implying a temperature-dependent wall or an unreasonably large value of the anisotropic spin-exchange inter-
action for Rb-3He. In the course of these measurements we developed and tested a new method for Rb density
measurements under high power pumping conditions, and a new variant of Rb EPR polarimetry, both of which
are described here.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.032703 PACS number~s!: 34.30.1h, 32.80.Bx, 33.25.1k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperpolarized3He gas is currently being applied to
wide variety of scientific and medical problems. These
clude magnetic resonance imaging@1,2#, spin-polarized tar-
gets@3#, polarized neutrons@4#, and precision measuremen
@5#. All of these applications would benefit from being ab
to produce3He polarizations in excess of 90%. Given th
current knowledge of the fundamental spin-exchange
spin-relaxation rates for Rb-3He, and the existence of long
lifetime room-temperature3He storage cells@6,7#, it should
be possible to acheive such polarizations using sp
exchange optical pumping@8#. Such high polarizations hav
not been attained, however, and indeed with few except
@9–11# polarizations over 55% have not been reported
second technology, metastability-exchange optical pump
has been shown to give polarizations up to 85% at low p
sures@12#. The use of compression methods has enabled
larizations of high-density3He of typically 50%@13,14#.

Until the recent work of Barangaet al. @15#, only two
measurements of the most fundamental parameter of Rb3He
spin exchange, the spin-exchange rate coefficient, had
reported. Coulter and co-workers@16# measured the relax
ation times of 3He as a function of temperature, and fro
that dependence deduced a value of 1.260.2310219 cm3/s
for the spin-exchange rate coefficient. Larsonet al. @10# used
a similar method and obtained 6.260.2310220 cm3/s,
nearly a factor of 2 smaller. Both these experiments dedu
the Rb vapor pressure using published saturated vapor p
sure curves, a procedure that can be in error by a factor
or more. In addition, the assumption must be made that
3He relaxation rate due to processes other than spin
change is temperature independent. In particular, differ
temperature-dependent wall relaxation rates could acc
for the difference. Recently, Barangaet al. @15# deduced a
spin-exchange rate coefficient of 6.7310220 cm3/s by mea-
suring the absolute Rb polarization induced by spin
change from3He of a known polarization. This method re
quires no measurement of the Rb density, and makes
assumptions about the wall relaxation. It should therefore
quite reliable.
1050-2947/2002/66~3!/032703~9!/$20.00 66 0327
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In order to better understand the discrepancies betw
these three experiments, and to further test our basic un
standing of the spin-exchange optical pumping process s
to isolate those effects that limit the3He polarizations, in this
paper we present measurements of the spin-exchange
coefficient using both previous methods~Rb density depen-
dence of3He relaxation, Rb repolarization! and a new ‘‘rate-
balance’’ method based on the equilibrium3He polarization
attained in a cell of known Rb density and polarization.

Section II presents the various methods and emphas
their underlying assumptions. The rate-balance method, s
as the repolarization method, makes no assumptions a
the nature of the3He relaxation and, in particular, does n
require an understanding of how the wall relaxation depe
on temperature.

Section III is a description of the experiment, emphas
ing the redundant methods we have used to assure the a
racy of our determination of the crucial parameters of
density, Rb polarization, and He polarization. Included
this discussion is a description of a method for determin
the Rb density in the presence of intense optical pump
light, and our new variant of Rb polarimetry.

In Sec. IV we present and discuss the results. We find
the rate-balance and repolarization methods agree very
with each other and with the Barangaet al. repolarization
result, but the 3He relaxation rate method gives a valu
about 30% higher. The discrepancy can be reconciled
assuming either that the wall-relaxation rate is tempera
dependent with an Arrhenius temperature comparable to
of the Rb vapor pressure, or by assuming that anisotro
spin exchange, believed on theoretical grounds to be ne
gible @17#, is present at a very significant level. We prese
arguments for a temperature-dependent wall, but further
periments will be required to distinguish between these p
sibilities.

II. THEORY

The fundamental rate equation governing polarization
3He by spin-exchange collisions with rubidium atoms
density@Rb# is
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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dPHe

dt
5ka@Rb#~PRb̄2PHe!2GwPHe

1kb@Rb#~2PRb̄/22PHe!. ~1!

The first two terms are well known@8,18#, and represen
Rb-3He spin-exchange collisions~rate coefficientka) and
3He wall relaxation. Spin-exchange arises from the sh
range Fermi contact hyperfine interactionaS•K that is
present during binary collisions between the spin-polari
alkali atoms of spinS and the3He atoms of nuclear spinK .
It is convenient to introduce the longitudinal spi
polarizationsPHe52^Kz& andPRb52^Sz&, with thez direc-
tion being that of the applied static magnetic field. The int
action of 3He with well-prepared container walls is weak,
the ‘‘wall-relaxation’’ rate Gw is small as compared to th
diffusion rates. In this limit there exist only tiny gradients
PHe across the cell and so the3He atoms sample the volume
averaged alkali spin polarizationPRb̄. The relaxation due to
He-He collisions@19# is quite small in our experiment and
lumped intoGw .

The third term in Eq.~1! represents spin transfer~rate
coefficientkb) to the 3He nucleus from the anisotropic hy
perfine interactionBS•(3R̂R̂21)•K , R being the displace-
ment vector between the two colliding atoms. This inter
tion is produced by the precession of the3He magnetic
moment about the long-range part of the magnetic field p
duced by the Rb electron. The anisotropic hyperfine inter
tion has only recently been considered in some theore
detail @17#, and estimates suggest that it should be sm
compared to normal spin-exchange. However, this has
been tested experimentally, so we will make no assumpt
about the relative size of the two terms that contribute to s
transfer between alkali atoms and3He. Note from Eq.~1!
that the anisotropic hyperfine interaction tends to polarize
3He spin antiparallel to the alkali spin@17#.

From Eq.~1!, the time constant for buildup or decay o
the 3He polarization is

GHe5~ka1kb!@Rb#1Gw . ~2!

In a steady state, the3He polarization is

PHe5
~ka2kb/2!@Rb#

GHe
PRb̄. ~3!

These two equations suggest two methods for measuring
spin-exchange rate coefficients. The first method, which
will call the relaxation-rate method, is to measureGHe as a
function of@Rb#, the slope of such a plot beingka1kb . This
method has been used previously@10,16#, and relies on the
assumption that the wall relaxation rate is temperatu
independent. It also requires a reliable measurement of
Rb density.

The second method, first used in this work and termed
rate-balance method, uses Eq.~3!:
03270
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ka2kb/25
PHeGHe

PRb̄@Rb#
. ~4!

Each of the four quantities on the right-hand side of t
equation must be measured to obtain the spin-transfer ra
A key point is that in doing so no assumption is made ab
the nature of the3He relaxation. In particular, a temperatur
dependent wall-relaxation rate affects bothGHe andPHe such
that their product in Eq.~3! remains the same. An equivalen
method, suggested by Gentile, would be to meas
dPHe/dt5(ka2kb/2)@Rb# PRb̄ at PHe50.

A third repolarization method for obtaining the spin
transfer rate coefficients was recently introduced by Bara
et al. @15#. In the absence of optical pumping~identified with
0 subscripts!, the Rb total longitudinal spin̂Fz&05^I z&0
1^Sz&0, where ^I z& is the Rb longitudinal nuclear spin
obeys

d^Fz&0

dt
5D¹2^Fz&02GRb̂ Sz&01ka@He#~^Kz&2^Sz&0!

1kb@He#~2^Kz&/22^Sz&0!. ~5!

The first and second terms represent diffusionD and colli-
sion losses (GRb, assumed to be solely by electron rando
ization! for the Rb atoms, while the other terms are the sp
transfer terms analogous to Eq.~1!. As long as the collisional
losses are much greater than the diffusion losses, we
neglect diffusion~or make a small correction! and find for
GRb@(ka1kb)@He# ,

ka2kb/25
GRbPRb0

PHe0@He#
. ~6!

Physically, this is simply a statement that the Rb polarizat
attained with the optical pumping is a balance between
rate at which the Rb atoms are polarized by spin-excha
collisions with the polarized3He, and the rate at which tha
polarization is destroyed due to collisions. Like the ra
balance method, the repolarization method makes no
sumption about the wall relaxation, and in fact has the ad
tional advantage of requiring no@Rb# measurement. The
assumption that the Rb spin relaxation is dominated by e
tron randomization is discussed in the Appendix.

In summary, we have three different methods for det
mining the spin-exchange rate coefficient. An importa
point is to note that they measure different combinations
the fundamental rate coefficientska andkb for isotropic and
anisotropic spin exchange. The rate-balance and repola
tion methods measure the combinationka2kb/2, while the
relaxation-rate method giveska1kb . In the absence of an
isotropic spin exchange the three methods will agree. Bu
anisotropic spin exchange is important the relaxation r
method will give different results than the others. Howev
the relaxation method can also be contaminated by wall
laxation that can mimic a nonzerokb . Having described the
three methods for measuring the spin-exchange rate co
cients, we turn now to a description of the experiment.
3-2
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FIG. 1. Optical system for coupling to cell. The laser consists of 20 emitters, rays from two of them are shown. A cylindrical tra
lens provides a roughly uniform intensity beam at thel/4 plate that is imaged onto the cell. The cell is substantially overfilled to en
uniform optical pumping. Distances are in millimeters.
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III. EXPERIMENT

The spin-exchange rate coefficient measurements req
careful and absolute determination of Rb densities, polar
tions, and relaxation rates, as well as3He polarization and
relaxation rates. We measure the Rb densities in three di
ent ways: field-dependent Faraday rotation@20,21#, polariza-
tion Faraday rotation, and absorption spectroscopy on
second resonance line of Rb. Rb polarimetry is perform
with a variant of the rf-spectroscopic method recently int
duced by Young and co-workers@22,23#. The Rb relaxation
rate is measured with a weak probe beam by observing
polarization transients at low Rb polarization. The3He po-
larization is measured using the frequency shift of the Rb
transitions produced by the effective magnetic field of
polarized3He @24#, and the3He relaxation rate is measure
by observing the long-term decay of the amplitude of
peated free-induction-decay transients. We begin this sec
with a general discussion of the apparatus and the Fara
rotation method used for many of these diagnostics, and
discuss each of the diagnostics in turn.

A. General features

In order to have a system as carefully characterized
possible, we have used for this experiment an optica
sealed cylindrical cell manufactured and generously p
vided to us by Gentile and colleagues at the National In
tute of Standards and Technology~NIST!. The NIST cell
construction has been described in detail elsewhere@7#; its
body is made from Corning 1720 glass and the windows
made of GE180 glass. Its has a room-temperature relaxa
rate of about 250 h. It contains 0.77 amagat of3He, 0.08
amagat of N2 for radiative quenching of the opticall
pumped Rb, and a small amount of Rb metal. It measurl
54.9 cm in length and 2a54.5 cm in inner diameter. The
cell is heated with hot air; its surface temperature is sta
lized to better than 1°C, measured by observing a sm
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piece of blackened metallic tape with an optical pyrome
The pyrometer was calibrated against a thermocouple
was temporarily taped to the cell and then removed dur
the 3He polarization experiments.

The magnetic field, typically of 2–8 G, is generated by
135-turn, 1-m-diameter Helmholtz coil driven by a dc pow
supply. For short periods of time the field can be increase
as high as 35 G as needed to resolve rf transitions for
polarimetry. The magnetic field is stabilized by feedba
from a fluxgate magnetometer to a level of 100mG. Ten
additional turns on the field coils are used for shimmi
magnetic-field gradients.

The laser source for optical pumping was a frequen
narrowed diode laser bar@25# ~Coherentp/n B1-40C-19-
30-A, selected for a small curvature in the alignment of t
optical elements! that provides 15 W within a 125-GHz
bandwidth at the Rb 5S1/2→5P1/2 resonance at 795 nm. Th
high, spatially asymmetric output~19 emitters in a 5 cm
30.5 cm area! of this laser is efficiently coupled to the ce
using the optical system as shown in Fig. 1. A 200-mm
lindrical transform lens produces a symmetric, uniform be
on thel/4 plate. A spherical lens then images this plane o
the front face of the cell.

B. Faraday rotation diagnostics

The key optical diagnostic in the experiment, used for
density measurements, Rb polarimetry, and3He polarimetry,
is Faraday rotation. The apparatus is shown schematical
Fig. 2. In the presence of a magnetic field, the Zeeman in
action causes a slight difference in the index of refraction
different light helicities, resulting in a rotation of the plane
polarization of light as it propagates through the cell. A sim
lar effect occurs when the Rb electrons are spin polarized
low-power tunable diode laser tuned approximately to 10
GHz from theP3/2 resonance at 780 nm is circularly pola
ized and modulated by a photoelastic modulator at a
3-3
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quencyv52p340 kHz before entering the cell containin
polarized atoms in a uniform longitudinal magnetic fie
~coils not shown!. Low power is required to ensure that th
probe does no optical pumping. A 780-nm bandpass inter
ence filter passes the probe light while blocking out the
tense light from the pumping laser for measurements ta
with the pumping light on. The optical rotation is analyz
by a polarizing beam splitter cube and detected by a
anced photodiode pair. The difference of the photodiode
nals v registers at the PEM modulation frequencyv, the
polarization-induced Faraday rotationf of the probe laser
@26#: v}sin 2f. The proportionality constant is determine
by inserting al/2 plate and rotating it at a known angle.

1. Rb polarimetry

Absolute measurements ofPRb̄ were made using rf spec
troscopy on the Faraday rotation of a longitudinal pro
Recently, Young et al. @22,23# introduced a convenien
method for measuring the absolute alkali polarization in
tically pumped cells. They used a weak probe beam pro
gating perpendicular to the alkali polarization direction. A
plication of a transverse rf field at the Rb resonan
frequency caused a polarization-dependent transmis
modulated at the rf frequency. In such a way a set o
resonances was observed that directly measured the po
tions in the various magnetic sublevels of the hyperfi
structure of the ground-state atoms. A key feature of
method is that no vapor pressure measurement is require
get absolute polarization information.

For convenience, we use a variant of the above proced
measuring Faraday rotation of a longitudinal probe as
posed to the transmission of a transverse probe. The app
tion of a tranverse rf field at a Zeeman resonance of the
atoms causes a slight reduction in the spin polarization of
atoms. This in turn reduces the Faraday rotation of the pr
beam. The signal is proportional to the square of the rf m
netic field and hence requires larger and more uniform
fields than the transverse method of Younget al. The area
AFm under a particular (F, m)→(F, m21) line is propor-
tional to the population difference of the two states mu
plied by the square of the rf coupling between the two sta

AFm}Brf
2@F~F11!2m~m21!#~rFm2rFm21!. ~7!

Under the conditions of this experiment, the populations
well-characterized by a spin temperature@27# so thatrFm
}exp(bm), where PRb5tanh(b/2). In addition, the alkali
spin polarization is very close to 1 and in practice, unless

FIG. 2. Optical layout for absolute Rb density and polarizat
measurement. The arrows on the waveplate and the photoe
modulator~PEM! show the principal axes of the birefringence.
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purposely lower the polarization by reducing the pump la
power or tuning the pump-laser off-resonance, we obse
only theA33, A32, A22 transitions of85Rb. TheA32 andA22
transitions are only rarely resolved from each other. T
measured ratior 5A33/(A321A22), in terms of which

PRb5S 7r 23

7r 13D , ~8!

is therefore a useful and practical way to determine the
larization from spectra such as Fig. 4.

We generated the rf magnetic field using a six-turn circ
lar coil mounted below the cell and driven from a progra
mable function generator as part of a tank circuit. We ty
cally fixed the rf frequency at 16 MHz and swept th
magnetic field from 35 G to 37 G, recording the Farad
rotation. Typical spectra are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig
the Rb polarization has been purposely made small in o
to see the various transitions. Under the actual conditi
that the data were taken for this experiment, the Rb polar
tions were very high. Only at the highest temperatu
(.190°C) was theA321A22 peak observable and thus ov
virtually the entire dataset discussed here the Rb polariza
is essentially 100%. This is illustrated by the spectra in F
4. Note that the resonance lines are considerably broa
than in Fig. 3 due to a higher rate of spin-exchange co
sions, except for theA33 peak that is narrowed for high po
larizations @23#. We also periodically checked that the R
polarization at the edge of the cell was high; in all cas
presented here we found it to be in excess of 95% and e
1 mm from the outer edge of the cylinder.

2. Rb density measurements

We used both magnetic-field-induced and polarizatio
induced Faraday rotation to deduce the Rb density for
experiment. It is important to recognize that under hi
power pumping conditions there is substantial heating of

tic

FIG. 3. 85Rb polarization spectrum taken at 155°C and low R
polarization. The relative areasAFm under the resonance peaks d
termine the Rb polarization. TheA3m andA2m transitions are par-
tially resolved. The inset shows the energy levels involved~not to
scale!, and example transitions.
3-4
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gas@29# and the Rb density is often significantly higher th
the external wall temperature would indicate. Thus is it i
portant to be able to measure the Rb density with the pu
ing on and off. The two rotation methods allow us to acco
plish this. With the pumping laser off, so that the R
polarization is very small, we measure the Faraday rota
angle as a function of magnetic field@20#, a technique whose
accuracy and reliability we have recently studied at so
length@21#. The rotation angle is, for detunings much grea
than the atomic linewidth and hyperfine structure@28#,

uB5@Rb#
le2mBB

18mhc S 4

D1/2
2

1
7

D3/2
2

2
2

D3/2D1/2
D , ~9!

where, for example,D3/25n2n3/2 is the detuning of the
probe laser from the 6S1/2→6P3/2 transition. Here alsoe is
the electronic charge,mB is the Bohr magneton,m is the
electron mass,h is Planck’s constant, andc is the speed of
light. Similarly, with the pumping laser on, the polarized R
atoms produce a rotation

uP5@Rb#
le2

6mcS 1

D3/2
2

1

D1/2
D PRb. ~10!

Since the Rb polarization is measured absolutely via th
spectroscopy, the absolute rotation angle allows us to ded
the Rb density.

In practice, under conditions of small heating due to
pump laser we find that the two rotation methods usua
agree to within 10%, giving us confidence in our dens
measurements. As a further check, we also measured
density using the more laborious technique of absorp
spectroscopy on the 5s→6p resonances of Rb near 421 nm
The Rb 5s–5p resonance lines are not suitable for this s
their large oscillator strengths makes them extremely o
cally thick under conditions of this experiment. We used
150-mW, 825-nm Hitachi diode laser tuned by an exter

FIG. 4. 85Rb polarization spectra taken at 183°C. The thr
cases shown are with the pump laser on resonance with the pro
the center and 1 mm from the edge of the cell, and with the lase
resonance. The three peaks, whose relative areas give the Rb
ization, correspond to theA33, A321A22, andA311A21 transitions.
The three spectra have been arbitrarily scaled to give the s
height of theA33 peak.
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Littrow cavity to 842 nm. This light was frequency double
by a Li:NbO3 crystal, the output of which was coupled to th
cell in the form of a narrow beam. After transmissio
through the cell, the blue light was isolated with an interf
ence filter and a UV-sensitive photodiode. We then recor
transmission vs frequency as the light was tuned through
421-nm resonances. The resulting absorption spectra we
to determine the areas under the 5S1/2→6P1/2,3/2peaks. Then
the areas were used with the known oscillator strengths
deduce the density. With the pump laser on~and hence heat
ing! or off, the density deduced from absorption agreed w
that from both types of Faraday rotation to typically 15%
limited by the accuracy of the absorption spectroscopy. T
absorption spectroscopy accuracy was limited by small
nals and beam alignment problems were associated with
frequency doubling.

We note that the consistency of the three Rb density m
surements is also a check on our Rb polarimetry because
polarization rotation method is proportional to the product
the Rb density and polarization.

3. 3He polarimetry

We make absolute3He polarization measurements usin
the Rb electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! frequency
shift method@24#. In the presence of polarized3He the Rb
electrons experience a small effective magnetic field due
the Fermi-contact hyperfine interaction with the3He nucleus
as the electrons penetrate the core of the3He atoms. The
resulting frequency shift is a sensitive and accurate mea
of the He polarization. With the pumping light on, we me
sure the shiftDn in the Rb rf resonance frequencyn due to
the polarization of3He @24#:

Dn5
dn

dB

8p

3
kmK@He#PHe ~11!

5S 1.13
kHz

amagatDk@He#PHe. ~12!

Herek is the frequency shift enhancement factor andmK is
the 3He magnetic moment. For a nonspherical cell such
ours, the frequency shift is slightly modified by the nonun
form magnetic field produced inside the cell by the3He nu-
clei. For a cylindrical cell of radiusa and lengthl, we use the
method of magnetic scalar potential@30# to find that the av-
erage frequency shift enhancement on the cylinder axis

k5k01
1

2
2

3

2 F11
a

l
2A11S a

l D
2G . ~13!

For our cell witha/ l 50.46, the correction term isk2k05
20.04. Romalis and Cates@24# recently measuredk0
54.5210.009 34T, with T as the temperature in Celsius,
1.5% accuracy.

The EPR system is similar to that of Romalis and Ca
@24#. The rf coil is driven by a 3-MHz voltage-controlle
oscillator with 2 kHz FM sidebands. The resulting 2-kH
modulation of the Faraday rotation is detected by a lock
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amplifier, producing the derivitive of the EPR line shape
proportional/integral feedback circuit uses the lock-in out
to adjust the rf frequency in order to keep the rf at the pe
of the EPR resonance. A frequency counter samples th
frequency every 1.0 sec. We then use adiabatic fast pas
~Sec. III C! to reverse the3He spins, and observe the resu
ing change in the rf frequency, which is twice that of E
~12!.

A sample EPR signal is shown in Fig. 5. Even with t
modest 0.77 amagat3He density, the EPR shift is quite larg
and easily measurable. We note that we are routinely ab
attain 3He polarizations in excess of 70% in these expe
ments. The accuracy is limited by magnetic field drifts
typically 3%.

A potentially important uncertainty in the3He polarime-
try is the accuracy of the measurement of the gas densit
order to check that the density as determined at the tim
the cell filling was accurate, we have spectroscopically m
sured the Rb resonance-line absorption profiles at 780
and 795 nm at temperatures of typically 80°C where
lines are optically thin. We scanned a tunable diode la
across the resonance lines and measured absolute abso
as a function of frequency. Using the precision lin
broadening parameters of Romaliset al. @31#, and the known
hyperfine and isotope structure, we fit the absorption spe
with the gas density as a free parameter. The measured
density of 0.7460.2 amagat was in excellent agreement w
the fill density.

4. Rb repolarization

The small ‘‘repolarization’’ of the Rb atoms produced b
spin exchange with the polarized3He is measured by com
paring the Faraday rotation of the repolarized atoms with
fully pumped atoms that result with the pump light on. T
zero polarization rotation is determined by driving the R
EPR resonance with a 2 Hz square-wave amplitude mo
lated rf pulse that strongly saturates the Rb resonance, m
ing the Rb polarization zero.

The rf chopper method is also used to meaureGRb. After
saturation with rf, the resulting Faraday rotation transien

FIG. 5. EPR frequency as a function of time, showing the f
quency shift upon AFP reversals. The3He polarization for these
data is 69%.
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detected and analyzed to obtain the decay rateg of the slow-
est relaxation mode at low Rb polarization@18#. From this
GRb is determined asGRb5eg. As a check, we also measur
GRb by tuning the pump laser far off resonance so thatPRb
!1, and chop the pump laser on and off. Analyzing t
transients in the same way gives results that agree with th
chopper to better than 10%.

C. 3He NMR

We perform NMR on the polarized3He using free-
induction decay~FID! with a small surface coil. The 1.3-cm
diameter coil has 320 turns and aQ of 15 at 24.5 kHz. A
resonant pulse at 24.5 kHz tips3He nuclei at the surface o
the cell by a small angle. The resulting precession of nu
is then detected with the same coil and analyzed to determ
its initial amplitude. Using the shim turns on the Helmho
coils to minimize magnetic field gradients, we there
lengthen the transverse relaxation rate and typically at
transverse relaxation timesT2;170 msec.

We determineGHe using time dependence of NMR free
induction decays, both in the presence and absence of pu
ing light. Due to the long relaxation times for3He, we take
an FID sample once every 30 min, and normally observe
two to three time constants so that the3He polarization
nearly reaches equilibrium. With the magnetic field stabiliz
tion on, we get excellent signal-to-noise ratio on the3He
transients. Figure 6 shows an example. Note that it is
necessary to start from zero polarization in order to de
mine the time constant for the3He relaxation. The loss pe
FID pulse is measured to be,0.005% by repeating a se
quence of FID pulse once every 7 sec for 10 min at ro
temperature.

Though we could detect the3He polarization using adia
batic fast passage~AFP! @24,32#, we instead simply use it to
reverse the3He spins for the EPR3He polarimetry. As a
strong transverse rf field is swept through resonance, the
cession of the nuclei about the effective magnetic field in
rotating frame causes the nuclei to flip direction. The A

-
FIG. 6. Polarization buildup of3He at 170°C~raw data and

exponential fit!. The NMR is calibrated using the EPR frequen
shift.
3-6
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MEASUREMENTS OF3He SPIN-EXCHANGE RATES PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 032703 ~2002!
coils are 20 turns with a 22 cm diameter, and driven b
programmable frequency source. With the magnetic fi
held at 5.65 G, we slowly sweep the AFP drive frequen
from 11 950 Hz to 26 050 Hz over a time of 5.9 sec. T
pickup coil is tuned off resonance during the AFP swe
Repeating the AFP flips many times, we determine a loss
flip of about 0.5%.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows the3He relaxation rate as a function of R
density. The bulk of the data were taken with the pump
on, but at a few temperatures we also measured the re
ation rate with the laser off. At a given temperature, the r
with the laser on was higher than with it off, typically b
30%, but the figure shows that the difference is entirely d
to a difference in the Rb density. The slope of the line giv
a rate coefficient of 9.160.3310220 cm3/s.

Figure 8 shows the spin-exchange rate coefficients~actu-

FIG. 7. 3He spin-relaxation rate as a function of Rb density. T
circles are the points taken with the pumping laser on, the squ
have the pumping laser off.

FIG. 8. Spin-exchange rate coefficients deduced using the r
larization method~circles! and the rate-balance method~open
squares!.
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ally ka2kb/2), as deduced by the repolarization and ra
balance methods, for a series of data runs. The individ
points show fluctuations about the mean of about 20%,
the statistical averages of the two methods~assuming no
temperature dependence of the rate coefficient! give 7.2
60.4310220 cm3/s for the rate-balance method and 7
60.2310220 cm3/s for the repolarization method.

We also measured the spin-exchange rate coefficients
a second cell whose room temperature wall relaxation t
was only 6.7 h. It was not possible to attain high He pol
izations with this cell, but the deduced spin-exchange r
coefficients agreed well with the other cell: 6.760.2
310220 cm3/s for the rate-balance method and 6.360.3
310220 cm3/s for the repolarization method.

The close agreement between the results of the repo
ization and rate-balance methods is a strong evidence tha
systematic errors in the experiment are well controlled. T
repolarization method uses the measured values of Rb re
ation rate, Rb repolarization,3He polarization, and He den
sity. The rate-balance method requires measurements o
3He relaxation rate,3He polarization, Rb polarization~very
close to 1 for our experiment!, and Rb density. The only
common measured quantity is the absolute3He polarization,
which occurs in the numerator of the rate-balance expres
@Eq. ~4!# and the denominator of the repolarization expre
sion @Eq. ~6!#. Thus the systematic errors in the two metho
should be very different.

The significantly larger value deduced with the relaxatio
rate method, as compared to the repolarization and r
balance methods, indicates the presence of a temperatur
pendent wall-relaxation rate and/or significant anisotro
spin-exchange contributions. In order to explain the data,
wall-relaxation mechanism must produce a relaxation r
that varies linearly with the Rb density, implying a temper
ture dependence similar to that of the saturated Rb va
pressure. Alternatively, anisotropic spin exchange could a
be present, though it would need to be much larger than
estimated by Walteret al. @17#. Assuming anisotropic spin
exchange is responsible for the entire difference would g
using Eq. ~2! and Eq. ~4!, kb,1.460.6310220 cm3/s,
nearly an order of magnitude larger than the 1.7310221

cm3/s predicted by Walteret al.
Comparison of the spin-exchange rate coefficients m

sured here~both cells combined! with previous results is
done in Table I. The measurements that use the relaxat
rate method vary widely and are in general larger than th
obtained with other methods. The variation may be a re
of the different walls used in the three experiments, or in
curacies in determining vapor pressures in the previous
periments, or both.

Both the current repolarization and rate-balance res
reported here are in excellent agreement with the Baranget
al. @15# result of 6.760.6310220 cm3/s, and also in excel-
lent agreement with the theoretical prediction of 5
310220 cm3/s by Walteret al. @17#. Since the calculation of
both the isotropic and anisotropic spin-exchange rates u
the same wave functions, this gives support for the reliab
of the Walter estimates, and makes it probable that the
planation for the higher results for the relaxation-rate meth

es

o-
3-7
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B. CHANN, E. BABCOCK, L. W. ANDERSON, AND T. G. WALKER PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 032703 ~2002!
is that there is a temperature-dependent wall-relaxa
mechanism that scales closely with the Rb density.

In this work we have achieved He polarizations in exc
of 70%. This value is consistent with the ratio of the sp
exchange and spin-relaxation rates,

PHe5
~ka2kb/2!@Rb#

GHe
PRb̄. ~14!

Experimentally, we find thatGHe is linear in Rb density, with
slope determined by the spin-relaxation method. Thus
maximum achievable polarization is the ratio of the rate
efficient determined by repolarization or rate balance,
vided by the rate coefficient for the3He relaxation. The
value so obtained, 0.7460.03, is consistent with the max
mum 3He polarizations we have observed.

In summary, we have measured the spin-exchange
coefficient for the important Rb-3He system, which is widely
used for producing spin-polarized3He. We have introduced
a ‘‘rate-balance’’ method for measuring the rate coefficie
that does not depend on assumptions about other3He relax-
ation mechanisms, in particular the wall relaxation. It giv
excellent agreement with the ‘‘repolarization’’ method
Barangaet al. @15#. We have shown that the3He spin-
relaxation rate increases with increasing Rb density at a
that is significantly greater than what can be accounted
by spin exchange. It is vital to understand the source of
wall relaxation ~or anisotropic spin exchange! in order to
understand why experiments have been unable to attain3He
polarizations much in excess of 70%.

TABLE I. Measured spin-exchange rate coefficients using v
ous methods. The relaxation-rate method results are likely cont
nated by wall effects, while the repolarization and rate-bala
methods require no understanding of the wall. The results qu
for this work are the combined results for two different cells, a
the errors are statistical.

References Method Result (10220 cm3/s)

@16# Relaxation rate 1262
@10# Relaxation rate 6.262

This work Relaxation rate 9.160.3
@15# Repolarization 6.760.6

This work Repolarization 6.860.2
This work Rate balance 6.860.2
n
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APPENDIX

The derivation of the basic equation of the repolarizat
method, Eq.~6!, assumed that the Rb spin relaxation is dom
nated by electron randomization processes, as first poi
out by Barangaet al. @15#. At high pressures and relativel
low densities, such that the relaxation due to Rb-Rb inter
tions can be neglected, the assumption of electron rand
ization is justified since the relaxation occurs in Rb-He
nary collisions whose duration is so short that there
negligible precession of the nucleus during the collision. B
when Rb-Rb relaxation is important we recently discove
that there are other spin-relaxation mechanisms that a
from the formation of triplet@33,34# and singlet@35# Rb2
molecules. We argue here that as long asGRb is properly
interpreted, Eq.~6! should still hold even when such pro
cesses are present.

The spin-relaxation due to molecular processes is com
cated, but can be approximated at low Rb polarization
replacingGRb̂ Sz&0→GS^Sz&01GF^Fz&0 in Eq. ~5!. HereGS
denotes the relaxation rate arising from binary collisions, a
GF the relaxation rate from molecules. As long as sp
conserving Rb-Rb spin-exchange collisions occur at a m
greater rate than the spin-relaxing collisions, a condition w
satisfied in our experiments, then for small polarizations
well-known approximation^Fz&05e^Sz&0 holds, with the
‘‘slowing-down factor’’ e510.8 for Rb vapor of natural iso
topic composition@8,18#. The slowing-down factor account
for the storage of most of the angular momentum of the
vapor in the nuclei.

With the above modifications and assumptions, Eq.~5!
predicts that the Rb polarization decays at a rateg5GF
1GS /e, and that the steady-state Rb polarization in t
absence of optical pumping is PRb05(ka
2kb/2)PHe0@He#/(eg). Identifying GRb5eg gives Eq.~6!.
Thus GRb should be obtained from the product of the me
sured Rb relaxation rate and the slowing-down factor. W
this procedure the value of the spin-exchange rate coeffic
deduced from Eq.~6! should be insensitive to the mechanis
for the electron spin relaxation.
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